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Abstract 

Regeneration of parts is the most correct form of use of worn out components and contributes, among others, to 
reduce CO2 emissions. In the case of elements of fuel injector systems, very high precision is required and such 
regeneration should be carried out using the original parts. It also requires testing on the original testing stands of 
these manufacturers, which very often characterized by the fact that it is not possible to perform a short test, which 
means that it is only possible to perform a time-consuming comprehensive test. An unquestionable advantage in some 
cases would be the possibility of preliminary verification of the correct operation of the regenerated subassembly 
without the need for a full time-consuming test. In the present situation, only after completing a time-consuming 
comprehensive test of the diagnosed element of the injection system, it is often necessary to carry out its disassembly, 
replacement or correction of one of the components and reassembly with the next time-consuming test. In the case of 
low unemployment in the labour market, this is extremely unfavourable, and it is often not possible to organize work 
in such a way that the diagnostic test of the subassembly takes place without the participation of an employee. On the 
basis of the analyses presented in this article, carried out in the research and development department in company 
whose employee is one of the co-authors, it can be stated that in the current situation on the labour market where 
skilled workers are required to work and for the development of science is the most purposeful recognition of the 
possibility of using vibroacoustic signals to shorten time of tests, which with a high probability may end in a negative 
result. The preliminary analysis carried out, show that limitation of diagnostic time can be over 35%.  
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1. Introduction

On the scale of a large enterprise dealing with the regeneration of components of the power 
supply systems of Diesel engines, one of the major problems becomes the minimization of the 
time of diagnosing regenerated mechatronic systems. The companies dealing with the regeneration 
of spare parts may have different strategies to carry out this process and in some cases; the only 
criterion is the minimum basket of regeneration and the maximum profit of the company. 
However, there are also companies whose strategy from the beginning of the uprising is the 
rebuilding of components only with the participation of original parts of subassembly 
manufacturers and testing on the original research stations of these manufacturers. In addition, the 
authorization of many global manufacturers of car parts such as Bosch Diesel Center, Delphi, 
VDO, Bosch Mahle Turbo Systems, Borg Warner, Gea. The original test stands are very often 
characterized by the fact that it is not possible to perform a short test, which means that it is only 
possible to perform a time-consuming comprehensive test. An unquestionable advantage in some 
cases would be the possibility of preliminary verification of the correct operation of the 
regenerated subassembly without the need for a full time-consuming test. In the present situation, 
only after completing a time-consuming comprehensive test of the diagnosed element of the 
injection system, it is often necessary to carry out its disassembly, replacement or correction of one 
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of the components and reassembly with the next time-consuming test. In the case of low 
unemployment in the labour market, this is extremely unfavourable, and it is often not possible to 
organize work in such a way that the diagnostic test of the subassembly takes place without the 
participation of an employee. Based on the previous research of the research and development 
department of the company of one of the companies recognized on the market, it is advisable to 
recognize the possibility of using vibroacoustic signals in the initial stage of performing bench 
tests of injection system components. For this reason, in addition to the standard authorized 
regeneration of components are also carried out on parallel lines or temporarily excluded from the 
standard regeneration process works conducted by the research and development department and 
oriented on the possibility of shortening the time of regeneration and analysis of the results of 
work carried out together with representatives of car parts manufacturers to consider in the future 
of possible changes to authorized procedures. The solutions developed by the R & D department 
would create an opportunity to interrupt in the initial phase of the test, the result of which would 
be very negative on the basis of the developed system. After obtaining the consent of the 
manufacturer of diagnostic parts and systems, the implementation of such an additional diagnostic 
system on the scale of even one enterprise would generate significant time savings and would 
result in a much more effective use of diagnostic stands. In addition, it would result in an increase 
in the number of remanufactured products at the same time, which would contribute to an increase 
in production efficiency. 

Analysing the literature on the presented topic, one can see that ways to reduce repair costs are 
sought [5, 6]. Research is conducted on the use of vibroacoustic methods to diagnose car 
components [1, 2, 7], as well as faults not detected by OBD systems [4]. The methods of artificial 
intelligence are also used to analyse vibroacoustic signals [3]. 
 
2. Test bench being the subject of analysis 
 

Two injector models were selected for the tests. Injectors A are installed in in-line six-cylinder 
Diesel engines of commercial vehicles. These motors with power from 300 to 375 kW have 
a displacement of 12.9 dm3. On the European market, it is present in fuel systems that meet the 
Euro 5 standard and can meet the Euro VI standard. Injectors B are also installed in in-line 
six-cylinder Diesel engines of commercial vehicles. On the European market, it meets Euro 4, 
Euro 5 and Euro 6 fuel systems and has a capacity of 12.8 dm3. 

The test bench shown in Fig. 1 enables diagnostics of both models of the injectors analysed.  
 

 
Fig. 1. The AVM2-PC diagnostics 
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3. Result of analysis 
 

The diagram shown in Fig. 2 illustrates the steps necessary to carry out the regeneration of the 
injector and the times of performing individual operations.  
 

 
Fig. 2. Diagram showing the steps necessary to carry out the regeneration of the injector  

and the times of performing individual operations 
 

Table 1 presents the comparison of the execution times of individual activities in the case of 
both analysed injectors. 
 

Tab. 1. Comparison of activities 

Item Action Injector model “A”  
Time: ×60 [s] 

Injector model “B”  
Time: ×60 [s] 

1 Disassembly, cleaning, assembly 75 90 
2 Assembly on test bench 1 1 
3 Diagnostic on test bench 11.5 10.5 
4 Disassembly  1 1 
5 Calibration 5 5 

6 Assembly on test bench, diagnostic, disassembly  
(sum of activities 2, 3 and 4) 13.5 12.5 

 
Table 2 shows the total time of all activities performed with a different number of possibly 

necessary repetitions of the activities shown in Fig. 2. Practice shows that in order to regenerate 
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one injector statistically it is required to perform 4 repetitions of the above operations. For this 
reason, the situation was compared when in each repetition the injector manufacturer's authorized 
test was used. A short test based on vibroacoustic signals but ended with an authorized test. It has 
been assumed that the abridged test will last up to two minutes and if there is a high probability 
of the negative test being completed, it will be discontinued after the said 3 minutes. The presented 
reduction of time results from the initial experience of the author of this publication based on work 
in the research and development department of one of the companies dealing with the regeneration 
of injectors. The time given was measured during experimental work, and the diagnosis was based 
on the subjective acoustic feelings of an experienced device operator with many years of 
experience in servicing this type of station. The use of this expert knowledge in the form 
of registration of vibroacoustic signals and their analysis would allow automating this form of the 
short test in the future and thus possibly more efficient use of the time of work of a qualified 
employee with many years of experience. 

The Tab. 3 shows analogous results but for injector “B”. 
 

Tab. 2. Injector “A” proposed solution, comparison of testing time 

Number of repetitions 1 2 3 4 5 
Assembly on test bench, short test based on vibroacoustic signals, 
disassembly | ×60 [s] 5 10 15 20 25 

Assembly on test bench, authorized diagnostic, disassembly | ×60 [s] 13.5 27 40.5 54 67.5 
Total time if the test is successful in this repetition  
and the short test has not been used | ×60 [s] 13.5 32 50.5 69 87.5 

Total time if the test is successful in this repetition and the 
abbreviated test was used in this and previous replications | ×60 [s] 13.5 23.5 33.5 43.5 53.5 

Calibration | ×60 [s] 5 5 5 5 5 
Saving time if the test has not been successfully completed  
in this repetition | ×60 [s] 0 8.5 17 25.5 34 

 
Tab. 3. Injector “B” proposed solution – comparison of testing time 

Number of repetitions 1 2 3 4 5 
Assembly on test bench, short test based on vibroacoustic signals, 
disassembly | ×60 [s] 5 10 15 20 25 

Assembly on test bench, authorized diagnostic, disassembly | ×60 [s] 12.5 25 37.5 50 62.5 
Total time if the test is successful in this repetition  
and the short test has not been used | ×60 [s] 12.5 30 47.5 65 82.5 

Total time if the test is successful in this repetition and the 
abbreviated test was used in this and previous replications | ×60 [s] 12.5 22.5 32.5 42.5 52.5 

Calibration | ×60 [s] 5 5 5 5 5 
Saving time if the test has not been successfully completed  
in this repetition | ×60 [s] 0 7.5 15 22.5 30 

 
Figures 3 and 4 show for injectors A and B time-consuming work relationships with several 

authorized tests and short tests based on expert knowledge of an experienced employee. It also 
illustrates the time savings resulting from the possible application of the test in the experimental 
work, which is likely to end in a negative result. It should be noted that in the case of both tests, 
the injector will finally pass the authorized test and its time in has been included in the time 
savings calculations. 
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Fig. 3. Summary of the time of full regeneration of the injector A and number of repetition cycles  

using test with a short diagnostic test 
 

 
Fig. 4. Summary of the time of full regeneration of the injector B and number of repetition cycles  

using a short diagnostic test 
 
3. Summary and conclusions 
 

Based on the analysis carried out, the following conclusions can be made: 
1) In the current situation on the labour market, where qualified employees are required to work 

and for the development of science is the most purposeful identification of the use of 
vibroacoustic signals, in particular acoustic pressure, to shorten the test time, which with 
a high probability may end in a negative result. 

2) Preliminary analyses show that the time reduction for injector A can be around 37% for the 
fourth attempt, and for the injector B the diagnostic time limit is 35% also for the averaged 
fourth test. 

3) The next stage of work will be the analysis of recorded vibroacoustic signals. 
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